How to make a laptop
bag from a felted
jumper
YOU WILL NEED
	A jumper that’s ‘felted’ 		
in the wash

DIFFICULTY

	A length of elastic

INTERMEDIATE

	Sewing machine

	Matching thread

METHOD
1

3

Decide which areas of the jumper can best be used to make
the laptop case – it’s usually the centre front and centre back.

2
Cut along the side, armhole, shoulder and neck seams
so that you separate the jumper front and jumper back
and sleeves.

3
Lay one section of the jumper on a flat surface.
Place the laptop onto it and cut around – allow a 1cm seam
allowance on the two long edges and one short edge and
allow about 15cm seam allowance on the other short edge.

Be sure to place the laptop centrally over any jumper
pattern you may want to include.

4
Using another section of the jumper, place the fabric
you’ve just cut out onto it with the right sides together.
Again, take into account any seams or patterns on the
jumper if you want them to be completely symmetrical.
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Tip:
• When you reach a corner of the square, put the needle
down into the fabric, then lift the presser foot and pivot
the fabric. Replace the presser foot and continue sewing.

5

• When you’ve gone all round the square, do a few reverse
stitches to secure.

9
Fold the elastic back on itself, covering any frayed edges.
Cut out the second half using the first half as a guide –
you should now have two matching sides.

Then sew a line of stitching along the width of the elastic
to enclose the raw edges and strengthen the join.

10

6

Pin the loose elastic in a bundle in the middle of the fabric
to keep it out of the way while you sew the seams.

11

Take a piece of elastic, fold it in half lengthwise and
stretch it very slightly along the widest part (side to side)
of your laptop.
When you have the correct length, cut the elastic.

7
Place the two cut ends of the elastic, one on top of the
other - making sure the elastic isn’t twisted.
Place the ends of the elastic in the centre of the right
side of one of the case sections, so its length is along the
longest part of the laptop case.

Place the bag sections right sides together.
Pin and then sew around three sides of the rectangle,
leaving one short side open. Take into account which
way the elastic is facing and where the pattern is on the
jumper (if relevant).
Use a medium length straight-stitch and a 1cm seam
allowance.

12

Pin it in place.

8
Thread your sewing machine with matching thread.

To reduce the bulk, cut diagonally across the sewn
corners to take the points off. Leave 0.5cm between the
scissors and the stitching.

Using a long straight stitch, sew around the ends of the
elastic in a square pattern to secure the elastic to the
bag fabric.
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13
Turn the case the right way round and carefully push out
the corners using either your finger, or closed scissor points.

14
There is no need to finish the edges of the fabric because
felted wool does not fray.

15

Place the laptop inside the bag, fold over the top twice
and then wrap the elastic round it to secure.
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